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John the Beloved 
 

Love, the Fulfilling of the Law  

of the Crucifixion 
Part 2 

 
    Beloved ones of light, beloved ones of the infinite light of 
God that never fails, I release to you the mysteries of God. 
But ere you will have the fullness of the understanding of 
these mysteries, you must take these lessons in cosmic 
geometry into your own heart.  
 
    You must assimilate them as you assimilate the body and 
blood of Christ. You must assimilate cosmic consciousness, 
and you must understand that even the words that we speak, 
which are the words of the Holy Ghost out of the fiery core 
of your being—even these words are the representations and 
the extensions of a light emanation. 
 
    Therefore take the Word and follow the Word right back to 
the source of being. Follow that Word back to the core and 
you will discover that behind the worded release is even a 
greater mystery than the Word itself.  
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Love, the Fulfilling of  the Law
of the Crucifixion

Part 2

Beloved ones of light, beloved ones of the infinite light 
of God that never fails,  I release to you the mysteries of God.  
But ere you will have the fullness of the understanding of 
these mysteries, you must take these lessons in cosmic geom-
etry into your own heart.  You must assimilate them as you 
assimilate the body and blood of Christ.  You must assimilate 
cosmic consciousness, and you must understand that even the 
words that we speak, which are the words of the Holy Ghost 
out of the fiery core of your being—even these words are the 
representations and the extensions of a light emanation.

Therefore take the Word and follow the Word right back 
to the source of being.  Follow that Word back to the core and 
you will discover that behind the worded release is even a 
greater mystery than the Word itself.  And these mysteries it 
is not lawful for a man or a master to utter, for these are the 
mysteries that must be discovered in and of the Self.

And so the line becomes a coil and a spiral of energy, 
and as you follow that coil back to the white-fire core of 
being, so you will have traversed that line, and the line itself 
will cease to exist.  And you will say, “But alas, how will we 
Copyright © 2023 The Summit Lighthouse, Inc.
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discover the coordinate and the point of the sine wave and 
the point of the meeting of Spirit and Matter?”

And I will say to you, it is ever a shifting point.  For in each 
occasion when you ascend to the heights of God conscious-
ness and then descend into the depths of Matter to prove 
that consciousness, there is a shifting of the entire cosmic 
scale.  For by the penetration, by the velocity of light, by the 
acceleration, so the momentum into God does accelerate; so 
the momentum into Matter does accelerate—Spirit/Matter,  
Spirit/Matter, within and without.

And therefore the entire evolution of the sine wave is as 
a movement, just as you have calculated the movements of 
cosmos, of solar systems, of your own sun, and even as you 
can understand that the relativity of these movements one to 
the other, as the orbiting of the planets and the orbiting of 
suns and the expanding of a cosmos, is yet plotted upon a 
curve.  And the dimensions and the coordinates and the 
understanding of the mathematics governing these energies 
is yet beyond the understanding of your scientists because 
they themselves have not taken the plunge into the infinite 
and they have not balanced the mastery of the Matter cosmos 
with their own God-mastery in the Spirit cosmos.

The Initiation upon the Cross on Good Friday

And so, beloved ones, you see that when you have passed 
through the spiral that appears as the line, you arrive at the 
point of the mystical rose, the rose unfolding within your 
heart.  And then you will see that the coordinate of infinity,  
the coordinate of Spirit and Matter, the coordinate of the 
coming and the going of the soul in the Self is truly the eter-
nal light, the Christ within your own heart.

And thus,  beloved ones,  when you have the greatest 
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challenges of mastery, when you have the greatest challenges 
to put forth the maximum light of cosmos, you will find that 
all outer coordinates will dissolve, all of the props will be 
removed, and you will stand with only one direction, one 
compass, one point, one star, and it will be the star of your 
own Christ Presence.

And, beloved ones, this initiation comes only to those 
who have the attainment in that Christ light.  It does not 
come to those who are not yet able to sustain identity because 
they have never even considered that the glory of the only 
begotten Son does dwell within them.

And so the initiation upon the cross on Good Friday, as 
it has been told to you, “Father, Father, my God, my God, why 
hast thou forsaken me?”1 is the cry of the Son of God who 
stands suspended within the matrix of his own Christ con-
sciousness.  All other coordinates, all other friends of light 
ascended and unascended, are remote now, as the individual 
Son of God faces that supreme test to be at that point of light 
in the nexus of the cross of Alpha and Omega.

Beloved ones, these teachings are most practical, most 
real, most down to earth, and yet they sound as the great 
mysteries and as the mysteries of far-off worlds.  Beloved 
ones, these are the very initiations through which you are 
passing day by day.  Beloved ones, these are the initiations 
that we are giving to you as we give to you your dictations,  
your initiations, the lectures, and all of the glory of the joy 
and praise in song and dynamic decree.

All of this as a release of light through your own chakras,  
by your own self-effort, is calculated to release the spirals of 
the Sun from the many levels, temples, churches of being to 
whom the Lord Christ directed his message in the Book of 
Revelation.

The Gradual Process of  Initiation Whereby You Stand
and Affirm Your God-Victory

The messages to the seven churches2 are the vibrations 
and the frequencies of light,  of infinity,  of infinitude, of 
Alpha and Omega in the white-fire core of being releasing 
through the nexus of the Christ consciousness that formula, 
that fohat, that key, that geometry whereby the spinning of 
the worlds and the wheels of the Law within you takes place 
whereby the great systems of worlds from out the Great 
 Central Sun do come forth.  And beloved ones, in the fullness 
of time and space, when time and space are no longer, great 
galaxies of light actually pass through the chakras of the sons 
and daughters of God and you find your congruency with 
starry bodies and with energy systems far too vast and too 
intense for the understanding of mere mortals.

Beloved ones, I say “mere mortals,” and I do not refer to 
your blessed selves.  Beloved ones, the mere mortal is the 
individual who has the concept of himself merely as an 
instrument of the law of mortality,  of the laws of death, 
decay, and degeneration, and of time and space.  The mere 
mortals are those who have but that fragment of awareness 
that is called mortal existence and who have never contem-
plated the great boundaries of the habitation of the Most 
High God within themselves.

Precious ones of light,  to even touch the hem of the 
 garment of the teachings of the Lord Christ given in this age 
through the ascended masters is for you to find yourself 
translated out from the veils of mortality into the dimensions 
of immortality.

I bring to you the awareness that though it seems as 
though you are functioning yet in these planes and in these 
vibrations, many of you—though you do not realize it because 
the transcendence is so gradual—are actually functioning at 
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various levels of the etheric plane while you are yet in your 
physical temple, various levels of release from the binding 
energies of time and space and from the matrices of death.

Beloved ones, I tell you this not as entertainment but as 
a point and a means whereby you can guard your conscious-
ness and realize that the passing from the physical unto the 
emotional, mental, and etheric plane is the gradual process 
of initiation, and every level of attainment that is gained is a 
plateau upon which you stand and affirm your God-victory 
and claim that point of God-reality.

To Be a Career Son or Daughter of  God

Beloved ones, there are many among you who have a 
certain attainment in the Matter dimensions, and for want of 
your confirmation of that attainment by Spirit’s energies—
for want of your acceleration of your being to the plane, the 
new plane of the mind of God—you have not, therefore, 
manifested the corresponding light and the corresponding 
victory.  And therefore you stand to lose the attainment of 
the Matter plane because the Matter plane cannot be sus-
tained, nor its attainment, nor its light, without that balance 
in the white-fire core of being—all of this because you do 
not understand the nature of attainment itself.

And perhaps some of you consider that having excel-
lence in the fields of this world does not count.  Well, beloved 
ones, indeed it does count.  It counts more than you realize.  
For in becoming the fullness of the light of the seven rays,  
you must have that discipline and that understanding.

Did not Jesus show forth his mastery of the release of the 
prophets and of the teachings of the Old Testament and of the 
teachings of the retreats of the Great White Brotherhood?3

Beloved ones, Jesus, our Lord and Master, was a diligent 
student not only in his final incarnation but in many 

incarnations.  He was indeed a career son of God.  He was a 
professional in the field of becoming the Christ.  He was the 
supreme scientist,  psychologist, doctor, lawyer, teacher, and 
friend of man.

Beloved ones,  he attained to that level not by some 
sudden miracle.  He attained to that level by effort, by move-
ment, by choosing, by free will,  and by the realization that 
every area of human endeavor has its disciplines, and these 
disciplines are intended to be the replica of those areas of 
divine endeavor that are being pursued in the etheric octaves 
and in the ascended master octaves.

Therefore there is a need and there is a call and there is a 
dimension for those who are the professionals, those who are 
the career sons and daughters of God. Within this very move-
ment we have need of those who have more than simply willing 
hearts, those who have willing hands.  We have need of those 
who will to be trained, to receive the tutoring, and those who 
understand that for every accomplishment in Matter there must 
be a corresponding accomplishment in Spirit, else the sine wave 
will not be complete and the past-perfect and the future-perfect 
will not conjoin in the now. And in the mo  ment of the call and 
in the moment of the hour when all should come together, 
you will find yourself wanting and you will say, “Well, what 
happened? We were ready but it didn’t come to pass.”

Well, beloved ones, it did not come to pass because you 
neglected your inner spiritual forcefield.  You neglected the 
sharpening of the mind and heart and the energies of life.  
When you should have plunged into the Great Central Sun 
for that re-creation of the soul and that sharpening of the 
faculties of the mind, you were elsewhere in time and space.  
And correspondingly,  when you should have taken the 
plunge into Matter for the mastery of those dimensions, 
you were elsewhere in time and space.
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And therefore there are some among you who have the 
emphasis of the great blazing, dazzling sun of the Spirit and 
yet who are not well qualified even in the spoken Word, even 
in giving forth the teaching, even in the simplest disciplines 
of your lifestream so that you might offer yourself upon the 
altar of the community.  And yet what glories there are in your 
great bodies of light, what glories in the kingdom of God!

And so, beloved ones, we must look to the entire mystical 
body of God upon earth.  We must look to you and we must 
look to one another to provide the balance.  As you look to 
the ascended masters to provide the grace, so the ascended 
masters look to the chelas to provide those qualities and con-
ditions whereby the Word itself might be expressed to the 
greatest advantage, to the greatest understanding and aware-
ness and the teaching of souls.

The Great Cosmic Interchange of  Love

And so, beloved ones, let us come together in the reason, 
in the Logos of the Lord.  Come now and let us reason 
together at that point of contact, that point of God-reality,  
the eternal Now.

Let us take the great harvest and the fruits of the Matter 
plane of those who have spent many incarnations developing 
the genius of these octaves, and let us take those who have 
spent their emphasis upon the genius of the Spirit.  And let 
there be the call now for the great cosmic interchange of 
love, and let the causal bodies and the momentums of all souls 
gathered here and all lightbearers upon earth become as one.

Beloved ones, do you hold your attainment, your skill,  
your discovery, and your service as something that is a secret 
that you may sell at a price to others?

Well, beloved ones, then you are not ready for the com-
munity of the Holy Spirit.  For here in the community of the 

sons and daughters of God, every ascended master lays upon 
the altar that genius, that science, that invention, that noble 
work of art, and it is there upon the altar of God, which is 
become the altar of the people for the use of all.

And so, beloved ones, if you feel a momentary sense of loss 
to think that your attainment might now become the prop-
erty of the many, well,  consider once again that that attain-
ment in itself is God’s energy on loan to you.  And God has 
exacted a price for the loan of that energy, and the price is 
the dissemination of the glory, the dissemination of science, 
invention, and genius by the Lord Jesus unto all  peoples,  
kindreds, nations, and tongues.

Beloved ones, even the inner meaning of the word Jesus 
is that of the genius of the Christ brought to its apex.  This is 
our desire.  This is the desire of the Lord Jesus in this life—
that you yourselves will come together and represent the 
apex of achievement, the eye in the capstone of the pyramid 
whereby you individually and you collectively as a community 
of the Holy Spirit will show what will happen when each indi-
vidual Christed one will bring to that altar, to that community 
—as a part of the garment of God and the garland of Mary,  
even as the lilies of the field bring forth their glory unto 
the resurrection of every son of God by joint effort, by the 
attainment of Gautama Buddha and the unascended chela—
they will bring that noble effort, that cause made manifest in 
the point of the now.

It Is the Hour to Return to the Lord, the I AM THAT I AM, 
That Which Has Been Given unto You

Beloved ones, what is the point of the now? The point of 
the now is when the individual disciple, the seeker after God, 
enters the auditorium, enters the cathedral of the heart and 
beholds the Christ face-to-face for the very first time.  This is 
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the now. And the now is repeated again and again in each 
joy, in each encounter, in each loving embrace, in each new 
interchange of the love mysteries of God.

Now I call for that cosmic interchange, and I call to all 
sons and daughters of God who will hear my voice.  I,  John, 
standing in the midst of the new heaven and the new earth,4 
call forth all souls of light in heaven and in earth.

This is the hour of the harvest.  This is the hour of the 
return of the Lord,  who gave unto his servants,  some of 
them a talent, some five talents, some ten talents for multipli-
cation.5 This is the hour of the return of your own Christ Self 
to see what you have made of these talents and how you have 
multiplied them. It is the hour to return to the Lord, the 
I AM THAT I AM, that which has been given unto you, and that 
multiplied with the interest of Cosmic Christ consciousness.

And therefore let the causal bodies of the saints of 
Church Universal and Triumphant, the mystical body of God 
in heaven and on earth, bring together now all of the light 
and the glory of their ascended light bodies and of the causal 
body of God.  For in reality, beloved ones, before you can 
become the fullness of the light of God through the ascen-
sion, it is this causal body itself that you will lay upon the altar 
and that you will realize is now become a part of the great 
universal causal body of the universal God.

And so each and every one of you, in making invocation 
unto the Lord God Almighty for gifts and graces of the 
Spirit,  is actually calling upon the combined momentum and 
attainment of the entire Holy Spirit of the Great White 
Brotherhood.  And there has come to you on many occasions 
the virtues, the light, the talent, and the energy that have 
actually reached the kingdom of God, the causal body of 
God, by the individual effort of the embodied sons and 
daughters.

The Mighty Eagle Formation of Sons and Daughters of God

Now, therefore, unto those who are still seeking the fullness 
of the balance of Spirit and Matter in consonance with the 
Word and the decree of the Lords of Karma, I call forth the 
gathering of the cloud of witness and the great causal bodies of 
the ascended hosts as they hover over this canopy of light.

And now I call at the signal of the Lord Christ for the great 
cosmic interchange whereby, as Above so below, the fruit of 
the Spirit will be manifest in the point of the now, the point 
of your heart, the point of the rose and of the cosmic cross 
of white fire.

In a moment of silence and of stillness, now absorb light 
of Spirit,  light of Mater,  light purified, light sealed, light 
become light within you.  [33-second pause]

O Mighty Blue Eagle from Sirius, great configuration of 
angelic hosts, descend into the temple America on this day,  
Good Friday, in the hour of the coming of the Lord Christ 
to the point of the eternal Now.

The ascended hosts of light have vowed the intercession of 
their eternal light bodies, and the Mighty Blue Eagle from Sirius 
is the sign of the extension of light from the Four and Twenty 
Elders.  It is the sign of the descent into the heart of America 
of the mighty eagle formation of sons and daughters of God.

As this formation of the great eagle is in spirit a company 
of lightbearers, so it will remain hovering over America as the 
etheric blueprint of the formation of the bands of unascended 
disciples who will come together, first as the thousands and 
the tens of thousands, and ultimately as the 144,000, forming 
the mandala of the Mighty Blue Eagle and therefore the ful-
fillment of the prophecy, “Wheresoever the body is,  there 
will the eagles be gathered together.”6 This Corpus Christi,  
this body of God, this light emanation, will be witnessed by 
the Eagle Above, the eagle below.
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Now, therefore, let your attainment be in Spirit and in 
Matter by the great discipline of the eagle consciousness of 
the emissaries of light—of the will,  the wisdom, and the love 
of God.  And let your plunge into the infinite Spirit and your 
plunge into the infinite Mater be the coming and the going, 
the coming and the going of the mighty eagles and their 
gathering in the hour of the age of Aquarius.

I stand a brother of light in the fullness of love.  Let love 
be your discipline.  Let it be your chastisement.  And let it be 
your dissolving into the bliss of God.  By the dissolving of the 
lesser self unto the Greater Self you will know who you are.  
And until you know who you are, you will not therefore exer-
cise the fullness of the gift of free will.

Pursue self-knowledge, and in the knowing of the Self,  
choose the eternal Now and know forevermore the movement 
of the spiral of being into the dimensions of heaven and earth 
until your cosmos, your very cosmos becomes the point of 
 witness.  And I, John, saw a new heaven and a new earth.

In the name of the Father, the Mother, the Son, and of 
the Holy Spirit,  Amen.

“The Summit Lighthouse Sheds Its Radiance o’er All the World to Manifest as Pearls of Wisdom.”
This previously unpublished dictation by John the Beloved was deliv-
ered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Elizabeth Clare 
Prophet on Friday, March 24, 1978, during The Second Coming of 
Christ conference, held in Pasadena, California. Part 1 of this Pearl of 
Wisdom is published in this volume, no. 15. (1) Matt. 27:46; Mark 
15:34. (2) See Rev. 2, 3. (3) The four Gospels demonstrate that Jesus 
was very learned in the scriptures of the Old Testament and other 
apocalyptic texts, such as the Book of Enoch. Jesus often quotes Old 
Testament scripture in explaining his actions and in his confrontations 
with his opponents. He also quotes scriptural passages to establish 
that the events surrounding his mission are the fulfillment of Old Testa-
ment prophecy. Many of Jesus’ statements in the Gospels parallel 
passages in the Book of Enoch, showing his familiarity with the text. In 
addition to the Hebrew scriptures, Jesus studied Hindu and Buddhist 
texts in their original languages during his sojourn in the East, prior to 
his Palestinian mission. (4) Rev. 21:1. (5) See Matt. 25:14–30. (6) Matt. 
24:28; Luke 17:37. 

THE RADIANT WORD
Excerpt from a dictation by Sanat Kumara,  

published as Pearl of Wisdom, vol.  22, no.  21, May 27, 1979*

To be crucified with him is to be with him on the Ruby Cross 
in the death of the human ego and in the life of the Divine Ego.  
To be crucified with him is to be with him in the alchemy of self-
transcendence whereby this mortal shall put on immortality and 
this corruptible shall put on incorruption.  To be crucified with 
him is to be sealed with him, the chela with the Guru, in the tomb 
of Spirit/Matter.

This tomb is the ruby cube suspended as the sarcophagus 
within the King’s Chamber of the Great Pyramid.  Within the center 
of the ruby cube, suspended at the two-thirds level where the fire 
burns brightly, the crucified one declares to thy soul:

I in thou and thou in me
Before Resurrection’s Spirit we bow,
Thou in me and I in thee
To Resurrection’s Flame we vow.
I in the Father, the Father in me
Now, O soul, we make our abode with thee.
Come forth, O Threefold Flame of Life,
Be now the resurrection of the Lamb
Within the Lamb’s wife.
Come forth, O light of immortality,
Consume the dark of that mortality.
Descend, O Spirit of Living Fire,
Thou Incorruptible One!
Descend, consume all death desire
Snuff out the corruptible one.

To be crucified with him is to be with him this day in paradise 
in the bliss of Alpha and Omega within the nexus of the Rose Cross.  
To be crucified with him is to be the instrument of the water, the 
blood, and the wine unto the initiates of the sacred fire procession-
ing to the Sphinx, the Great Guru in Taurus. It is to teach the mastery 
of the self,  the soul in the Christ, in the physical (earth) body.

*Also published in The Opening of the Seventh Seal, chap. 9, pp. 60–61
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